incident: shooting

location: 5600 block of valentine rd.

date/time occurred: 05/18/19 @ 0115 hours

officer(s) involved: ventura pd patrol, major crimes detectives

victim(s): two adult males, 18-years-old, names withheld

report #: 19-35047

narrative:

on the above date and time, the ventura police department command center was notified of a two shooting victims inside the emergency room at the ventura county medical center. officers responded and found the victims, both 18-year-old males, suffering from non-life threatening injuries to the legs.

the victims were uncooperative, although at this time it appears the victims were at the am/pm in the 5600 block of valentine rd., when an altercation occurred and both were shot.

while officers were conducting the investigation into the shooting, the chp had stopped a vehicle in oxnard that was occupied by several subjects. during a search of the vehicle, two loaded firearms were found. it was determined the vehicle's occupants were related to the shooting. all of the occupants, who were uncooperative, were detained and later interviewed.

no arrests were made related to the shooting. one occupant of the vehicle was arrested for an unrelated charge.

the investigation into this incident is ongoing. no additional information is available at this time. anyone with information about this crime is asked to contact the ventura police department at 339-4488.

the complete press release, including suspect description, can be viewed online at www.venturapd.org

if you have any information about this crime, you can make an anonymous call to crime stoppers at 1-800-222-tips.

if your information leads to an arrest, you could receive a cash reward of up to $1,000.